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INTRODUCTION 
  
The impact of the Internet, specifically the World Wide Web, on our future becomes more profound 
each day. The number of users and the amount of information increase at a phenomenal rate. The Web 
can now be found in our homes, in our children’s schools and even in our places of employment. 
Many businesses are beginning to adopt Internet principles and apply them to their corporate Intranet. 
Those people proficient with Internet tools will be more valuable to their current or future employers. 
 
The GIS of Antarctica based on Internet changes the model of traditional GIS，which makes 
customers access GIS on Internet，in this point, which is very important value to the sharing of 
Antarctica data..①Internet technology transfers GIS which has only been used by professional to 
public information system which can be used by everyone who knows about Internet in any way or 
any time.②It can reduce expenditure in data promulgation and improve geographic data’s share extent 
and avoid data’s collection repeatedly by means of accessing data on Internet.③It can construct 
geographic information service netork via Internet -based GIS technology by means of the facilities of 
information highway . 
 
The geographical information database of Antarctica based on Internet is an application project which 
provides network users with information services and sharing through Internet interconnecting 
Network Center with countries providing data source. Expressible form of information has multiform 
feature, including not only attribute data but also various vector graphic data and images ,all of which 
need querying and acquiring through multiple path. Furthermore, geographical information database 
of Antarctica also provides simple data analysis and data publishing after being processed by 
professional analysis method. 
 
In fact, network is neither transparent nor changeless. With rapid scientific development and further 
exploration towards the network, the human kind gets to know that network is trustless, latency 
unequal to zero, bandwidth is limited, network is not security, topology is volatile, system is no only 
an administrator and transmission need cost. 
 
Java, being robust, security, easy to use, easy to understand, and automatically downloadable on a 
network, is an excellent language basis for distributed applications. The Java 2 Platform, Enterprise 
Edition (J2EE) is a robust suite of middleware services that make life very easy for server-side 
application developers. For GIS of Antarctica, what’s need is to develop a distributed application 
system in accordance with J2EE standard.    
 
GIS OF  ANTARCTICA BASED ON INTERNET 
 
GIS of Antarctica is the integrations of virtual environments and network. It’s virtual environment for 
studying geo-phenomena and geo-process. GIS of Antarctica based on Internet is an interactive, 
distributed and  Virtual Geographical Environment  which is a N-tiers complicated system running 
with multiple interfaces. It has the following features: 
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Distributed information system. One advantage of Internet is permitted to access distributed database 
and perform distributed operations. GIS of Antarctica based on Internet succeed to benefit of Internet, 
it may be a distributed system. In this system, the data may locate at different data server and 
operations consist in different application server. Consequently, data and analysis tool must be single 
component or module, Once user need any of them, it can be discovered and loaded on any node of 
Internet.     
 
Universal device support. Both wire Internet users and wireless Internet users can access this system. 
Thus, It is available not only in different operation system (Microsoft, Unix, Solaris, Linux, POS) but 
also in different device (PC, PDA, MOBILE).  
 
Real time system. Real time means the corresponding time. The System must reduce the round-trip 
time so that the remote operation reaction is same as local operation. For instance, If  end user add a 
mark point, application must insert this information into database quickly and correctly and inform 
everyone on-line.  
 
Interactive. The System must provide well user interface, which permit user who don’t know GIS can 
perform operations in conformity to tips.  
 
Multiple render styles. The information of  Antarctica must express in different style, which includes 
text, graphics, video, movie and so on. Just as figure 1 shows, Graphics can be rendered into image, 
vector, three dimension and VRML. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1:Four different rendering style of Graphics 
 

 

   

 

The organization of Antarctic Geographic Information 
The geographic information has the features of distribution、mutli-scales、heterogeneity and etc

，As an integrated Internet based GIS of Antarctica, we think that it must contain the following 
portions(Fig.2): 
1）Web home page data 
   Web home page data is the format of HTML in general. It includes hypertext, hypermedia,   
hyperlink and etc. The current Internet information only includes the above 3H information in general 
without the hyper map information. The collection, updating and publishing on Internet in real time 
are realized basically. The question is how to organize them reasonably and high efficiency. In 
according to the features of Antarctica web homepage data, we think that web home page data 
includes the following four portions: scientific research, groundwork surveying and mapping, stations’ 
information and online help. Antarctica surveying of China has got more and more data with the 
development of GPS,GIS and RS technology in recent years, Which includes the observation to 
crustal distortion of the whole Antarctica by means of GPS, erection of the place names database by 
means of GIS, acquisition of the satellitic images of Antarctica by means of RS technology, research 
on the change of sea level by means of 3S technology. The above progenies provide the abundant data 
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source for web home pages. 
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Fig.1   The Data Set of Antarctica GIS 
 

2）Vector data and attribute data 
   We argue that the vector data of Antarctica must include the following information.：①Water 
system maps. Which includes the coastlines, lakes, rivers, unmelted Ice area and ice shelf data. ②  
Island maps. Which includes the boundary, building and etc. Island maps and water system maps 
institute the framework of Antarctica geographical region and take an important role in terrain control; 
moreover, they are much more important factors of Antarctica GIS. Most Geographic analysis and 
application are referenced to them.③Contour maps and elevation data. Which reflects  he undulation  
of topography and are the important data source of DEM.  They are importance to study the overlay 
and vicissitude of Antarctic glacier. ④Geodesy control points and place Names data. The Vector data 
is stored in file system and the attribute is stored in relationship database, The show component of 
GIS only shows the points’ position and annotations. 
3）Metadata 
   Which is referred to quantitative and qualitative description of Geographic spatial data(Kong,  
1998;Lin,  1998b)and is the data to describe spatial data’s contents, definition, spatial frame of 
reference ,quality ,management and etc. It is one of key technologies in geographic spatial  data’s 
description. It mainly includes mark information, data’s quality information, spatial reference 
information, space-time information, spatial data denotation information, systematic information, 
distributive information, metadata  reference information and etc. The metadata of this system 
contains the region of the map, collector, proprietor, the cover of the map, scale and accuracy, date of 
collection and updating, data structure and attribute, map projection and location of data and etc.  
4）Image data 
  Which is referred the image acquired by the means of RS technology. China analysis the glacier’s 
flow and evolvement, iceberg excursion by means of monitoring the change of south pole glacier, 
which adopts the MSS in 1970s,the TM in 1989 and Radar image in 1997 and etc. Which provides the 

abundant source for image data of Antarctica. 
ARCHITECTURE 
 
In essential, GIS of Antarctica based on Internet is a web application service system, which includes 
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URL, HTTP, HTML (XML), web server and web browser. In a sense, the internal meaning of web is a 
hypertext information system constructed on Internet and increasing extended information space is the 
external web resource mark mechanism, application protocol and data format. 
 
The architecture of a web application service system is based on distributed N-tiers environment and 
includes client, web application server and data server. See figure 3, the architecture of GIS of 
Antarctica based on Internet includes client, web application server and data server. In this model, 
each application logic and business services are separated into different components, which 
communicates with each other by means of network. In general, it may be described as three-tiers 
computational model in logical. 
 
Client tier: It is user interface that shows and operate planning data. It may run on PDA, information 
device based on J2ME, PC computer based on J2SE.It may be three kind of client just as table 1 
shows. For thin client, in client side, Java Applet is loaded from Server, displays image, raster data 
and performs basic operation (zoom in, zoom out, pan and send request), Server side performs query 
spatial data, generates displaying elements, render and send data packet to client. For medium client, 
client side displays image, raster, vector and three dimension data and performs basic operations in 
common or custom-built browser. For fat client, server side only execute spatial querying and send the 
prearranged spatial data selection to client, client receives the selection and analysis, renders and 
displays by means of Java Applet or Plug-ins in common or custom-built browser. 
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Application server tier: Namely logical business tier, it executes critical business processing which 
costs much more time. For example, coordinate transform service, geo-spatial encode, address 
matching and so on. As figure 4 shows, there is an instance of servlet engine which runs in web server, 
Meanwhile it is RMI client of application server. Applet in browser communicates with application 
server by means of servlet engine. The servlet engine accepts client’s request and transmits it to 
application server, application server processes the request and return results to browser.  
 
Data server tier: The planning data is stored in this tier，which includes file server ,database sever 
and existing information system. Application Server access data by means of  JDBC, ODBC, SQLJ or 
SQL. 
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Figure 4: Application Server based on Servlet 

 
China as a Node in a Cybercartographic Atlas of Antarctica 
 
The details of the proposed management structure and the technical approach suggested is outlined in 
Appendix Ⅰ on June,14,2001.It is proposed that the existing GIS of Antarctica in China as a Node not 
a sub-node.This will be facilitated by the fact that 80 GB attribute ,vector ,image data has been 
collected and these data are stored in Oracle8i spatial data option database, MoreOver , the metadata 
web site(in Shanghai) and Internet GIS(in Wuhan) of Antarctica service are constructed .It is 
impossible to make different countries use the uniform software and uniform data storage format.The 
Convient way is that different nodes provides the same services.Just as OGC stated,Geographic 
information Service on-Line mainly includes Web Map Service,Web Feature Service and Web Catalog 
Service. Web Catalog Service provides the series interface to provide the metadata service on web, 
Web Map Service provides raster map service on-line and Web Feature Service provides vector map 
Service on-line.The Architecure of GIS of Antarctica by means of GeoStar software is showed in Fig5. 
 
GeoStar is a GIS software which is developed by Wuhan University (WU), China.  The object-
oriented technology has been used in the development of the software. The major characteristic of 
GeoStar is that various kinds of tasks can be performed and various kinds of spatial data including 
image, DEM, graph and attribute data can be managed under an integrated network environment. 
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GeoStar is enterprise GIS software, which contains almost all of GIS functions. It is an integrated 
software architecture. Its modules include Spatial data management, Spatial data exchange, Map 
scanning vectorizing, Digital photogrammetry, Remote sensing image processing, DEM and 
application, Mapping, Spatial query, Spatial analysis and Internet GIS. The core module of GeoStar is 
the platform of spatial data management, which is responsible for receiving, processing, querying, 
indexing, and transferring spatial data. A set of API functions have been extracted. This set of 
common functions has been used by high level system for data collection, spatial query, spatial 
analysis and other applications. A common spatial database can be shared by all modules. 
 
Internet GIS based on JavaBean can be deployed into two tiers or N tiers application,which contains 
GIS browser, web server, GIS application server and Spatial database server .GIS browser is the web 
browser which supports java virtual machine,such as Netscape ,Ineternet Explorer and etcs.Web 
Server is the server which supports www,servlet and jsp,such as iPlanet web server.GIS application 
servers is the servers which finish the critical business logical ,such as vector data service,image data 
service and DEM data service.Database server is the server which stores the spatial data. Spatial data 
organization on Internet is different from the traditional GIS. The goal is to access data simply and 
quickly,in general,it’s geometry includes point,line,polygon and annotation. 

 
GeoSurfV4.0 is the Internet GIS software of GeoStar Corp. in China,which is designed an Example of 
Internet GIS software based on J2EE. In client side,it contains three JavaBeans:GeoSurf2D which is 
used to browse and query 2D vector data and image,GeoSurf3D which is used to construct 3D virtual 
geographical environment(DEM、Texture and VRML), GeoSurfTheme which is used to create 
thematic map on Internet .There are four different approaches to construct GIS application using 
component Internet GIS based on JavaBean:Java Application,Java Applet,Java Server Pages and 
Active Server Pages.In server side,it contains the following services: Geo Register Service、Geo 
Catalog  Service、Geo Projection Service、Geo Map Service、Geo Feature Service、Geo Analysis 
Service、Geo Image Service   、Geo DEM Service and Geo three dimensions Service.They are all 
the EJB Service,which can be deployed into application server which conform to J2EE Standard such 
as Sun Iplanet、Apache+Tomcat、BEA Weblogic、IBM Websphere and etc . 
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Fig 5 The Architecture of  GIS of Antarctica by means of GeoStar 
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CASE STUDY: 
 

 
 

Figure 6:Image Database based on Internet 
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Figure 7:Vector Database based on Internet 
 

 
  

Figure 8:the demonstration of scenery result 
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